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Dear all,
We would to inform you that we are making a change in the management team.
I have got a new commission so I am sorry to say I have to leave BAMBI from 1 March. I am since a couple of months back engaged in a
new centre at the University of Gothenburg, The Centre for Sea & Society. It is an exciting initiative that most probably will be relevant for
BAMBI researches as well. The ambition with the centre is to strengthen and develop transdisciplinary research and education within the
marine area with the ambition to contribute to a sustainable use and management of the sea. You can read more about Sea & Society at:
http://havochsamhalle.gu.se/english
To replace me we have been lucky to be able to hire Susanne Liljenström. Some of you might already know her from other commissions.
Susanne is a scientific free-lance journalist writing popular science articles, exhibitions and webb. Susanne have been working with us on
several initiatives, eg in CeMEB were she produced out popular science half time report
(http://cemeb.science.gu.se/digitalAssets/1457/1457324_cemeb-progress-report-webb.pdf), and in the BONUS project Prehab
(http://prehab.gu.se), a sister-project ot BaltGene during the last BONUS period. So Susanne is well acquainted with BONUS and
managing BONUS projects as well as developing and working with dissemination, popular science and web pages. Getting Susanne
onboard on BONUS BAMBI will certainly improve our work with the BaltGene Wiki that will be in focus for the coming year.
Susanne will mail you all and introduce herself.
We will work together during February with the BOMUS BAMBI report for 2015. So you will have mails from us both.
Susanne has not yet got a @gu.se address so please use ekografen@gmail.com
I want to thank you all very much for this time! It has been a great joy getting to know you and working together with you! For a project
coordinator it is just wonderful getting your nice and quick responses! It makes life so fun and easy! I have also enjoyed the open,
friendly, sharing and supporting atmosphere within BAMBI. Thank you all and good luck with the rest of the work! I will of course follow
the progress of the project, and who knows - I might sneak in on a future meeting… :-)
We will come back to you all when the report is submitted and accepted by the BONUS secretariat. Meanwhile I post some of the latest
publications within BONUS BAMBI.
All the best,
/EM
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